Abstract: - Soft robotics has emerged as a new branch of robotics gaining huge research interest in recent decades. Owning intrinsic advantages such as compliance and safety, soft robots are closely associated with the medical requirements of medical robots. This review is written to overview advances in the medical applications of soft robots, either for readers primarily familiar with traditional medical systems, or for researchers planning to develop soft robots for medical applications. Recent publications related to soft medical robots were reviewed to represent the state-of-the-art advances in this field. The review tends to compress the scope to trunk-shaped soft robots and appraise the status of soft robots and their distance from clinical use. Several papers related to the construction and capabilities of soft robots were referenced. Roughly 190 related articles published in the current period from 2018 to the publication date (representing almost 90% of the references to the theme totally identified) were reviewed. Structure of soft robots, advances in technology, and the aptitudes in medical applications were discussed. The trunk-like soft robots conspicuously are proposed for applications including robot assisted surgery where a probe is inserted into the human body. Such robots are also present in other medical robots as actuators. The literature shows that different methods are used to fabricate soft robots and employ them in different robotics tasks including positioning, grasping, and force exertion. Noticeably, such studies were done in robotics laboratories, dealing with robotics engineering problems. This review suggests that the technology is actively developing, but further focus on specific medical applications is required to fill the gap between soft robotics and its clinical use.
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1 Introduction
Nowadays, robots are found in various areas aiding monotonous, accurate, and physically demanding tasks as needed by humans. From a robotics engineering point of view, the most commonly known robot types include robot manipulators, which consist of some links connected together with rotational or linear joins, and mobile robots, which can be described as wheeled devices designed to autonomously move to desired locations. However, the structure and functionality of medical robots is very different from industrial robots. In fact, we need to refer to standard definitions to nominate a medical device as a ‘medical robot’. Various medical robots are meant for different purposes from rehabilitation, prosthetics, disinfection, hospital or pharmacy automation, to surgical and telepresence robots.

Naturally, different designs and working principles are used to achieve different purposes or intended uses, resulting in the large diversity of medical devices. Nevertheless, a group of medical robots and probes such as echocardiography probes have something in common so that roboticists can classify them into one group. The common part is an insertion tube that consists of serially connected links that are manipulated by tensioning cables implemented inside the probes. Basically, such structures have evolved to minimize the ratio of the insertion probe diameter to the hole through which the probe is sent to the patient’s body. Such systems are essentially cable-driven manipulators and mathematically share the kinematic equations of robot arms.

Presently, only a few advanced robots are practically employed for invasive or semi-invasive medical purposes, and many more systems are still in the process of getting approval for clinical use. The medical robots contain cable-driven endoscopic devices as end-effectors [1, 2]. Modern robotics
advances in surgery include minimally invasive surgery robots, single port surgery and natural orifice transluminal endoscopic surgery robots, and non-minimally invasive robotic systems [3]. Review articles listing surgical robots have been published in [4, 5]. They introduce the industry and firms contributing to the production of medical robots, referencing their clinical use status (CE/FDA approval, human trial, etc.), and list commercially available systems. In addition to robotic surgery, endoscopy is an important method of imaging in medicine [6].

In the recent two decades, scientific publications on robotics have witnessed exponential growth in the number of articles and impact factors on a new field named soft robotics. The first soft robots used artificial muscles known as McKibben actuators, which consist of a reinforced elastomer tube that contracts when pressurized pneumatically [7]. Since then different soft robots with various methods of fabrication, actuation, and manipulation have been developed. The material compliance of soft robots makes them interesting for delicate applications from grasping an apple [8, 9] to robot assisted echocardiography [10]. Such trends attract attention of developers of medical devices and intrigue questions that can be best explained by a review of the publications in this area.

Existing reviews show tremendous growth of soft robotics, fabrication methods, and the modelling and control methods. Reviews include general medical devices [11], covering soft robots proposed as various medical robots such as minimally invasive surgery robots, rehabilitation systems, and assistive devices. Due to specification variety, soft robots can be viewed from various points of view and specified reviews are required to address specific scopes and objectives [12, 13]. In this context, we investigate recent advances in soft robotics related to medical probes and insertion manipulators. The specific focus is on pneumatically driven elastomeric robots. The target is to provide an introductory overview for either those biomedical engineering researchers who are not familiar with soft robots, or soft robotics researchers and mechatronics developers who are interested in the medical applications of soft robots.

2 Technical Scope of Soft Robotics
The rapid growth and wide spread of soft robots resulting in various types, applications, and even different terminologies used in the literature make definition of soft robots harder. The first question to be answered regarding soft robots is what is technically meant by the term soft? In fact, different physical phenomena might be related to softness. Classically, mechanics has defined parameters such as bending stiffness, elasticity module, and surface roughness precisely with mathematical terms, but softness appears a vague word. The term ‘soft’ in this context most often refers to non-metal materials with low hardness from which the soft actuator or robot body is fabricated. This follows the definition given in [14]. However, it does not mean that all soft robots are made completely out of silicones, though this definition makes soft robots recognisable from flexible manipulators [15] where mechanical compliance is the result of the slenderness of the links that are made with conventional engineering materials. Similarly, methods of fabrication of soft robots have evolved in a way that is, to some extent, differentiable from conventional robots. Soft robots are fabricated with various methods including rapid prototyping or 3D printing [16-20], origami-based techniques [21-23], Kirigami (which is a paper cutting art) [24], folding [25] and sewing textile layers (fabric-based system), [26, 27], everting tubes [28-31], bellow type approach [32-34] and casting in 3D printed mould [35, 36], etc. In [37] the moulding methods are classified as retractable pin based, lamination based, and lost-wax-based methods. A sort of laboratory soft actuator is made by casting soft material in moulds, and reinforcing them by inserting strings [38, 39]. The strings are often twisted into repeating shapes to yield different motions [40, 41]. By weaving the fibres around the soft tube, rapid production of this type is possible [42]. As in [43] a fibre-reinforced soft actuator can also be made with 3D printing.

Alternatively, the soft actuator can be printed out of a single material in which some chambers are implemented to cause bending action [46]. Direct 3D printing of silicone elastomers is effective for prototyping multi-chamber soft robots [44, 45]. Designing fibre alignment for achieving the desired motion is still an active research topic [47]. Some methods have been developed to trigger 2D sheets of stimuli-responsive materials into 3D soft actuators. The main smart materials, which are carbon nanomaterials, shape memory polymers, metal nanomaterials, azobenzene, liquid crystal polymers and elastomers, hydrogels, and bio-hybrid materials are reviewed in [48]. Fundamentally, various types of actuation energy are used in soft robots [49]. Positive or negative (vacuum [50]) pressurizing is the most common with pneumatic or hydraulic soft actuators [51, 52]. Some methods include thermal actuation of
liquid crystal elastomer (LCE) soft materials, by direct environmental heating [53], by light [54], or by electrical heaters [55]. In tendon-driven soft robots [56, 57] a soft beam is actuated mechanically by pulling a string passed through the soft trunk. Jamming is the principal working element for many of the actuation systems [58], including electroactive polymers (EAPs) that deform under an electric field, fluidic actuators, shape-memory materials (SMMs), electro- and magneto-rheological materials (fluid or elastomers) (ERMs and MRMs) [59], and low melting point materials (LMPMs), which show stiffness change with varying temperature [60, 61]. A comparison between some common actuation methods is illustrated in Fig. 1. The pneumatic soft actuators have the advantage of low weight and low noise which makes them interesting for medical applications. In terms of high-power output and payload capability, and low power consumption they are compatible with cable-driven systems. Based on this background, pneumatic soft actuators can be a good candidate to perform the tasks of traditional medical cable-driven end-effectors, with a further advantage of softness and the consequent human interaction safety. This fact is observed in the literature, as will be discussed later in this review, to the extent that the term ‘soft’ generally refers to elastomeric soft robots actuated with fluids, either hydraulically or pneumatically.

![Comparison of different grippers with various actuation methods scaled from zero for poorest to 6 for the best (Data according to [52])](image)

**Fig. 1.** Comparison of different grippers with various actuation methods scaled from zero for poorest to 6 for the best (Data according to [52])

### 2.1 Soft Actuators vs. Soft Robots

An explanation for distinguishing soft actuators from soft robots can be instructive in many cases. First, note that soft robots often contain continuous parts without normal joints, and so, the border is not completely distinguishable. In this context, the phrases are employed interchangeably with a minor alteration that ‘soft actuator’ accentuates a single working actuator which can be an element of a more complex soft system or robot with controllers and other elements. Additionally, an actuator normally acts in a single DOF (bending, contraction, or rotation [62]), while robots are multi-DOF systems employing multiple actuators. For example, in [10] a manipulator with flexible links is designed that uses McKibben pneumatic muscles as its soft actuators. By stacking soft actuators in various patterns, soft robots with more complex abilities such as swallowing or different locomotion or manipulation tasks are achieved [63]. However, it is still likely that a multi-DOF soft robot is made as a continuous part, e.g. by casting in one single cast [37], and on the other side, a soft actuator may be designed for several tasks [64, 65]. The cylindrical soft actuators which can be programmed for bending in different directions, as in [55], may be used as one finger or leg of a more complex robot.

Even though the definition proposed above explicitly characterizes soft robots based on their material and fabrication process, it is still an imprecise account as soft robots may not be limited to given materials or construction methods. Additionally, there are countless designs of soft robots with various topologies and actuation principles that make the definition more complex. Nevertheless, the literature can draw the borders for the scope perspective, allowing the authors to declare their understanding and definition of soft robotics implicitly.

### 3 Continuum Manipulators

Specific attention in this review is paid to a sort of soft robot known as continuous trunk-shaped soft robots. Intentionally, contemporary articles are reviewed to identify the significance and novelty of the research area, and the state-of-the-art technological advances and existing problems. Historically, continuum manipulators, aka trunk-shaped robots were tendon-driven systems actuated by electrical motors [66]. A quasi-static model of such systems was given in [67]. Accurate dynamics modelling of soft robots is complex and still is a challenge [68]. However, normally a simplified quasi-static model is sufficient as such robots have a low weight and move at slow velocities. Trunk-shaped robots composed of soft materials are also known as continuum robots [69]. Classically, the continuum manipulator with serially connected rigid links has played the main role in robotic surgery and probe insertion in the medical context. Trunk-shaped soft robots can be considered as their soft counterparts and investigated for similar scenarios.
3.1 Trunk-shaped Soft Robots
The elephant trunk is a biological system with astonishing manoeuvrability and manipulation capability. Many different examples can be found in nature possessing a tubular shape similar to the elephant trunk. Likewise, a sort of soft robots can be identified with their trunk-like topology, though various names like a finger-type robot, snake or worm-like robot, octopus robot [70], etc., are used in the literature to refer to them. In this work, such robots are nominated as trunk-shaped systems because their biological counterpart represents all the capabilities of various candidates. Some of the robots deviate from others in this class in terms of their application. Those comprise robots designed for locomotion, which regularly mimic the gait of worms, caterpillars, etc. However, their mechanics are relatively alike those of other types in this class. The compliant structure of soft robots makes them suitable for interaction with an unknown environment as in grasping and locomotion [71, 72], as well as crawling (or growing) in geometrically complex spaces [73]. Based on the design, bending soft actuators can perform the bending action in-plane or in a 3D helical shape. A tubular soft actuator can be actuated in a nonhomogeneous way for bending, as well as homogeneously for linear motion [55]. Commonly, elastomer-based trunk-like soft robots are often actuated pneumatically and their directed motion is a result of inhomogeneity implemented either by reinforcement fibres or chambers within the elastomer [74].

3.2 Soft Robots and Force Control
Although in many practical cases there is no external force on the soft robots, some researchers considered the design of tube-like robots able to apply external force or to handle objects. The design and control of an assistive soft robot are presented in [75]. The manipulator was proposed for the automation of showering for the elderly. Such robots need to exert sufficient force to perform the task. In order to produce such forces, which is somehow in conflict with structural softness, methods have been proposed to modulate stiffness for soft robots [76, 77]. Based on various stimuli, the rigidity of some materials is tuned, practically switching between deformability and rigidity [78]. This phenomenon is useful in applications like grasping [79, 80] and medical endoscopes [81]. However, in cases that essentially there is no interaction force, for example in trans-esophageal echocardiography (TEE), a soft robot without stiffening is sufficient. An example of a pneumatic bending actuator with variable stiffness is given in [82]. A low-melting-point alloy is implemented in the actuator to keep the bent shape after releasing the actuation pressure. By melting or hardening the metal using electric heat created in the cables, the bending stiffness of the soft actuator is changed.

3.3 Grasping Task
Soft actuators have appeared as efficient end-effectors for grasping objects [83]. The elephant's trunk can robustly grasp objects of diverse shapes. Many single or multi-fingered [35, 83], grippers have been designed with soft continuous trunk-like fingers. Examples include [84, 85], and [86]. Researchers in [87] implemented a topology optimization method [88], and designed soft fingers using two different materials fabricated by moulding and 3D printing separately. Some soft robots have been developed for the delicate manipulation of deep-sea biological creatures [89]. In [90] a pneumatic control system composed of serially connected proportional and solenoid valves was used to control a multi-fingered gripper. Soft grippers are ideal for harvesting fruits [91]. Many wearable soft robots have been developed by arming a glove with soft actuators. In [92] a glove capable of abduction and adduction movements of the thumb is proposed. Soft fingers have shown limited mechanical performance (such as force and speed), and therefore, some researchers enforced them with a rigid design [93, 94]. Fabric-based soft actuators are used efficiently in developing wearable robots [95]. ‘Exosuits’ can be made with textile actuators as in [96], and [27].

3.4 Positioning Task
The soft robots or actuators intended for position control can be classified in a separate group. In position control of soft actuators, feedback controllers have been practically implemented in [97] to attain 1 mm accuracy of tip positioning for a bending soft actuator. In [98] the bending movement control of a soft silicone arm following a two-dimensional path was presented by employing shape memory alloy (SMA) actuator coils, linear Hall sensors, and PID control. Pressure control of pneumatic actuators is reported in [99]. Feedback control can be designed using the inverse kinematic equation obtained using Pythagorean hodograph curves (as introduced in [100]), as proposed in [101]. Machine learning (ML) methods are also used for the calibration of soft actuators or sensors [34, 102]. Input-output data obtained from experiments on actual prototypes of a soft robot can be used to obtain (i.e. train) a data-driven model [103] for simulation or control design, as in [104]. Soft robots are
normally highly nonlinear and need calibration. Therefore, ML methods are effective tools for their control.

3.5 Soft Pneumatic Actuators (SPAs)
Soft pneumatic actuators are generally made out of silicon rubbers, and often use asymmetric cross-section, as in multi-chamber types [105], or strengthening fibres to yield a directed motion when pressurized air is supplied (see Fig. 2). Various soft actuators have been designed for performing rotation, contraction, or bending [25, 106, 107]. A McKibben actuator is a type of pneumatic muscle that is attractive for biomedical applications, as in [108], with the advantages of similarity to biological muscles, high safety, and good performance.

![Fig. 2. Examples of SPAs with bending function: (a) Silicon-based soft gripper [109], (b) Reinforced McKibben [110], (c) Origami SPA [111] (a) (b) (c)]

The actuator consists of a hollow cylinder soft tube, and a braided net [112, 113]. Fabrication of small-size McKibben actuators was proposed in [114]. A McKibben pneumatic muscle is shown in Fig. 3 (a). The design is described in [115]. Currently, some small-diameter actuators with 1.3 mm outside diameter and arbitrary lengths are produced by the Tokyo Institute of Technology. Their model, design, and fabrication have been presented in [42]. As artificial muscles have similarities with biological muscles [116, 117], the actuators are used extensively to develop bio-inspired robots [17, 118, 119]. Recently, a four-segment peristaltic soft robot has been proposed in [120], Fig. 3 (b). Peristalsis is the automatic wave-like movement that move food through animals’ digestive system. Generally, McKibben actuators have technological limitations, such as durability or life cycle and fluid leakage that are considered in the development of commercialized actuators. For the tube-like actuators, the user should solve the tricky problems of sizing the actuator and connecting it to the air supply and the soft robot. Another limitation of the McKibben actuators is the contraction ratio that may be dealt with using pulley mechanism designs [121]. Modelling of McKibben actuators has been discussed in [122-127]. Hydraulic power can be used for the actuation of the muscles too [128, 129].

![Fig. 3. McKibben muscles: (a) A type of McKibben actuator [115, 130]. The soft actuator consists of a rubber tube and a braided tube (sleeve) with circular-knitted threads warped around the elastic tube. It contracts when supplied with air. The contraction force depends on the resistance of the external load (boundary conditions), (b) Example application of thin McKibben actuators in a soft robot with peristaltic motion capability proposed in [120]. (a) (b)]

3.6 Medical Robots
Robotics has been investigated actively to improve medical treatments and healthcare. In applications like robotic surgery where some actuator (e.g. gripper) or sensor (e.g. ultrasound sensor or optic vision device) is to be sent into the human body, conventional engineering established insertion tubes and end-effectors to access inner organs through the smallest possible holes. Some endoscopes used in surgery through natural orifices and single-port access surgery are shown in Fig. 4. The invasive or semi-invasive devices use wires as their force transmission system, so they are commonly recognised as cable or tendon-driven systems [131-133].

In some minimally invasive operations, the surgeon has to keep the endoscope in their hands for exhaustive periods. In [134], a wireless teleoperation system is proposed as a solution to the problem. Nevertheless, teleoperation conveys additional technical problems and hazards, though it has been suggested for some imaging modalities including TEE [135]. A robotic holder in [136] is proposed to assist the surgeon in handling the endoscope. In the showground of medical robotics, in particular in
minimally invasive surgery, keeping the safe contact between a robotic structure and the human body to a high safety level is crucial. High safety conditions are required for the operation of a robotic structure in medical scenarios. Thus, due to their inherent compliance, soft robot systems have the capability of surpassing their rigid counterparts in this scenario.

![Fig. 4 Surgical end effectors [137]](image)

There is an increasing interest in developing medical devices for various uses including minimally invasive surgery based on advances in soft robotics [138-143]. Recent development of new colonoscopy endoscopes show tendency to replace conventional systems with soft robots [144]. Soft robots with the ability of compliance matching with biological structures are the best candidates for many biomedical applications such as artificial muscle fabrication, muscle alternatives, catheters, prosthetic devices, stents and surgical instruments, and physical therapy or rehabilitation devices [145, 146]. In the literature on soft surgical robots, such as [140, 147, 148], the term ‘soft’ refers dominantly to elastomeric fluidic robots. Recognizing that soft trunk-shaped robots are potentially able to play the role of a medical manipulator, it is not accurate to nominate all of them as medical robots. Thus, in this review, it was chosen to refer to them as trunk-shaped soft robots. Some researchers have proposed medical probe designs with soft structures. A 20 mm diameter (270 mm length) soft probe with bending and elongation abilities is proposed as a laser endoscope in [149]. The soft probe contains three parallel cylindrical chambers working pneumatically. A 6 mm diameter three chamber soft probe is presented in [150]. The authors proposed a fabrication method to make such narrow probes. Soft probes are also developed employing artificial muscles [151, 152], origami bellows [153], electroactive polymers [154], and string-driven design [155]. An endoscope model was proposed in [85] that shows variable stiffness due to the softening influence of heating on polyethylene terephthalate. In conditions in which the robot is exerting forces on the patient’s body, some stiffness is required for the intended use. This requirement conflicts with the softness constraint implied by safety requirements. Some of the solutions for controlling the mechanical strength of medical devices have been reviewed in [156]. The alternative proposed solution, conceptually close to the variable stiffness design, is a shape-locking system. The idea contains a chain of rigid segments that link together serially to make the probe. The inner parts are pushed into the outer links to retain their shape. Commonly, instead of a continuous range of stiffness variability, the target is switched between compliance and stiffness [157]. A conceptually similar requirement is stabilizing (supporting) the soft robot inside body by hardening the base of the robot [143].

Application of soft systems in the context of medical robots is not limited to trunk-like probes. Several assistance and rehabilitation soft robots have been developed [158] using SPAs. Exoskeletons vastly benefit from the advantages of soft robotics [159, 160]. Even though for rehabilitation the robots do not need to replicate the human body structure, researchers show a tendency to make exoskeletons or wearable robots for this usage. Additionally, assistive wearable robots can empower and assist healthy people in performing difficult activities. Such robots are classified as medical robots too because they are required to be safe for the user and have to follow medical and biomechanical requirements. Soft robots are widely studied for such applications. Several hand rehabilitation and assistance robots have been made with soft actuators and materials [161]. Various systems including solid-linkage mechanisms, spring-type flexible fingers, string-driven gloves, as well as pneumatic-driven robots have been developed for finger rehabilitation [146]. Currently, researchers study optimization (or personalization, in better words) of size and mounting position of pneumatic actuators for hand rehabilitation [162]. Research on the applied use of soft prosthetic hands is still a fresh research topic. The robots developed for rehabilitation and the mechatronic devices proposed as prostheses or similar applications are classified as medical robots as they are used in the medical area. However, compared to the endoscopic devices, they can be put in a separate class because of their specific challenges regarding mechatronic sensing of user intent by detection of physical signals of the muscle or nerves’ actions along a motor pathway. Some other mechatronic devices are recognized as medical robots but are not discussed in this review. Examples include robots planned to imitate human or animal cognition, companion robots intended to engage emotionally with users and alert them when there is a
health problem, and disinfection robots recently used in the Covid-19 pandemic.

3.7 The Perspective

Admittedly, soft robots still have their own limitations. SPAs, as the focus of this paper, have complex nonlinearities, hysteresis, time-dependent behaviour (creep) [74], material property challenges, and encounter the complexities of fluid control. Perhaps the major limitation is precision or accuracy (in positioning of a tip point, curvature, amount of force, etc.). However, state-of-the-art technology is intensively contributing to the development of soft robotics. Countless engineering areas, including augmented reality, optics and image processing, novel actuation and sensing devices, wireless movement transmission systems are just a few examples. The literature shows great attention to human-machine interfaces with flexible and stretchable electronics [163-165]. The technology of deformable electronic systems is growing rapidly [166, 167], and considerable research is devoted to printable electronics for this aim [168-172]. Embedded sensors that can withstand large deformations without affecting the amenability of the actuator are necessary and important for feedback control of soft robots [97, 173]. In [174], a deformation sensor is 3D printed in a multi-chamber pneumatic soft actuator. Additive manufacturing of smart materials, also known as 4D printing, has been implemented in prototyping of many laboratory soft robots [20]. Researchers are developing recyclable elastomers [175], considering material properties for soft robots.

Small power systems are being developed to fabricate cordless soft robots [176, 177]. Researchers developed biomimetic tactile sensors [178, 179] for prosthetic and robot hands [180]. Concurrent research shows advances in texture sensing [181, 182]. Additionally, advances in machine learning (ML) algorithms and computers are improving the precision of soft robots both in actuation and sensing. Researchers are using artificial neural networks (ANN) for modelling soft robots [183], and shape sensing/control [184, 185]. A review of ML methods in soft robotics is given in [186], and [102]. In addition to sensor technology developments, research into developing soft materials for soft robots [187-189] is promising. 3D printing technology for producing biodegradable hydrogel soft actuators has shown promising results [190]. In [191] a small soft gripper (similar to Fig. 2 (a)) was printed using calcium-alginate, which is a biodegradable and edible material. Development of injection moulding of liquid silicone rubber promises mass production of soft robots [192, 193]. The pervasive investigation foresees auspicious prospects for soft robotics.

4 Summary and Conclusions

4.1 Discussion

Traditional medical robots and probes employ high engineering standards with traditional rigid components, while soft robotics deals with new actuation and sensing methods and soft materials and, fundamentally, do not encounter those limitations of traditional robots. Nevertheless, soft robots have their own complexities and limitations. The review of the current literature reveals an increasing research interest in developing and applying soft robot technology for medical use. The trunk-shaped soft robots are investigated to play the role of surgical robots and insertion tubes. Nevertheless, there is a gap between soft robots and their practical clinical implementation. Generally, the advantages and potentials of soft robots in medical usage are renowned in the literature. However, such studies generally fall into the class of basic technology research or technology readiness level (TRL) one to three [194]. On the other hand, precise positioning or force control of soft manipulators is complex due to the nonlinearity of the material or geometry and large deformations. The majority of articles, if not to say all, deal with the latter problem which is still in the context of robotics and mechatronics. Soft robots have various topologies, actuation systems, sizes and scales, and gesture capabilities. For any specific use, the soft robot design and control, or actually the feasibility, should be revisited considering the specific requirements such as dimensional or space limitations inside the human body, required range of motions, safety, etc. An example of developing soft robots based on specific medical considerations and intended use is given in [143], proposing a soft robot for cardiac intervention.

4.2 Conclusions

Soft robots have numerous types, functionality, and degrees of freedom that make their classification complex, especially when soft medical robots are the study focus. In this article, soft robots were introduced by explaining the materials and fabrication methods to implicitly highlight the borders around the scope of the branch of robotics known as soft robotics. The continuum robot as the
end-effector or mechanical manipulator of surgical robots was introduced. Many soft robots that are reviewed in this paper essentially share the topology and kinematics of the rigid continuum robot. The trends show research interest in developing soft robots for different robotic tasks including positioning, grasping, and force exertion. In the field of medical robots, trunk-like elastomeric soft robots play the main role in the exhibition of designs for the next generation of medical insertion tubes and surgical devices. Additionally, such systems have been employed as actuators for other medical robots such as wearable rehabilitation and assistive robots. The publication trends show continuous and intensive research and determination of the scientific society to improve the quality and performance of soft robots. It was discussed that advances in relevant technologies make the perspective of soft robots positive, inclusively in medical and surgical applications. However, for designing soft robots for each particular medical intended use, further biomedical requirements and considerations should be considered.
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